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Ultracold 87Rb atoms - bosons



The insulator:



Excitations of the insulator:



Excitations of the insulator:
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 Graphene



 Graphene

Low energy theory has 4 two-component Dirac fermions, !!,
" = 1 . . . 4, interacting with a 1/r Coulomb interaction
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Resistivity of Bi films
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Conductivity !

!Superconductor(T ! 0) = "
!Insulator(T ! 0) = 0

!Quantum critical point(T ! 0) # 4e2
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Density correlations in CFTs at T >0 

Two-point density correlator, !(k, ")

Kubo formula for conductivity #(") = lim
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where K is a universal number characterizing the CFT2 (the level
number), and v is the velocity of “light”.
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Density correlations in CFTs at T >0 

Two-point density correlator, !(k, ")

Kubo formula for conductivity #(") = lim
k!0
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However, for all CFT3s, at !! ! kBT , we have the Einstein re-
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Density correlations in CFTs at T >0 

K. Damle and S. Sachdev, Phys. Rev. B 56, 8714 (1997).

In CFT3s collisions are “phase” randomizing, and lead to
relaxation to local thermodynamic equilibrium. So there
is a crossover from collisionless behavior for !! ! kBT , to
hydrodynamic behavior for !! " kBT .
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and in general we expect K #= !1!2 (verified for Wilson-
Fisher fixed point).



 Collisionless-hydrodynamic crossover in graphene

L. Fritz, M. Mueller, J. Schmalian and S. Sachdev,  to appear.
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For experimental applications, we must move away from the ideal CFT 

e.g.

• A chemical potential µ

• A magnetic field B
CFT
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In the regime !! ! kBT , we can use the principles of hydrody-
namics:

• Describe system in terms of local state variables which obey
the equation of state

• Express conserved currents in terms of gradients of state vari-
ables using transport co-e!cients. These are restricted by
demanding that the system relaxes to local equilibrium i.e.
entropy production is positive.

• The conservation laws are the equations of motion.



• !, the di!erence in density
from the Mott insulator.
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Conservation laws/equations of motion
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Constitutive relations which follow from Lorentz 
transformation to moving frame
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Single dissipative term allowed by requirement of 
positive entropy production. There is only one 

independent transport co-efficient

S.A. Hartnoll, P.K. Kovtun, M. Müller, and S. Sachdev, Phys. Rev. B 76 144502 (2007) 



For experimental applications, we must move away from the ideal CFT 

e.g.

• A chemical potential µ

• A magnetic field B

• An impurity scattering rate 
1/τimp (its T dependence 
follows from scaling 
arguments) 

CFTCFT
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Solve initial value problem and relate
results to response functions (Kadanoff+Martin)



From these relations, we obtained results for the transport co-efficients, 
expressed in terms of a “cyclotron” frequency and damping:
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From these relations, we obtained results for the transport co-efficients, 
expressed in terms of a “cyclotron” frequency and damping:
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LSCO Experiments
Measurement of 

 (T small)

Y. Wang et al., Phys. Rev. B 73, 024510 (2006).
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LSCO Experiments
Measurement of 

 (T small)

Y. Wang et al., Phys. Rev. B 73, 024510 (2006).

• T-dependent cyclotron frequency!
•  0.035 times smaller than the cyclotron 

frequency of free electrons (at T=35 K)
• Only observable in ultra-pure samples 

where                   . 

→ Prediction for ωc:



Theory for 

LSCO Experiments

Y. Wang, L. Li, and N. P. Ong, Phys. Rev. B 73, 024510 (2006).

-dependence
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Theory for 

LSCO Experiments
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Objects so massive that light is 
gravitationally bound to them.

Black Holes



Horizon radius R =
2GM

c2

Objects so massive that light is 
gravitationally bound to them.

Black Holes

The region inside the black hole 
horizon is causally disconnected 

from the rest of the universe.



Black Hole Thermodynamics
Bekenstein and Hawking discovered astonishing 
connections between the Einstein theory of black 

holes and the laws of thermodynamics

The Second Law: dA ! 0

Entropy of a black hole S =
kBA

4!2P
where A is the area of the horizon, and

!P =
!

G!
c3

is the Planck length.



Black Hole Thermodynamics
Bekenstein and Hawking discovered astonishing 
connections between the Einstein theory of black 

holes and the laws of thermodynamics

Horizon temperature: 4!kBT =
!2

2M"2P



AdS/CFT correspondence
The quantum theory of a black hole in a 3+1-
dimensional negatively curved AdS universe is 

holographically represented by a CFT (the theory of a 
quantum critical point) in 2+1 dimensions 

A 2+1 dimensional 
system at its quantum 
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Black hole

3+1 dimensional 
AdS space

Maldacena
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AdS/CFT correspondence
The quantum theory of a black hole in a 3+1-
dimensional negatively curved AdS universe is 

holographically represented by a CFT (the theory of a 
quantum critical point) in 2+1 dimensions 
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Application of the AdS/CFT correspondence
Can obtain the exact ! and k dependence of the quantum crit-

ical density correlation functions of many supersymmetric CFT3s
(which are similar to supersymmetric generalizations of critical
spin liquid theories). There are dual to black hole solutions of
11-dimensional supergravity.

• The solutions exhibit the predicted collisionless-to-hydrodynamic
crossover.

• Exact values are obtained for transport co-e!cients (these
are the first such results for a clean, interacting many-body
system in dimensions d > 1.)

• Adding µ and B to the CFT3 corresponds to adding elec-
tric and magnetic charges to the black hole. Solutions of the
Einstein-Maxwell equations in this dyonic black hole back-
ground yield thermoelectric response functions which agree
perfectly with all hydrodynamic results presented earlier.
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• Hydrodynamic theory for thermoelectric response functions of 
quantum critical systems

• Applications to the cuprates and graphene.

• Exact solutions via black hole mapping have yielded first exact 
results for transport co-efficients in interacting many-body 
systems, and were valuable in determining general structure of 
hydrodynamics.

Conclusions
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Universal constants of SYM3
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Electromagnetic self-duality

• Unexpected result, K = !1!2.

• This is traced to a four -dimensional electromagnetic
self-duality of the theory on AdS4. In the large N
limit, the SO(8) currents decouple into 28 U(1) cur-
rents with a Maxwell action for the U(1) gauge fields
on AdS4.

• This special property is not expected for generic CFT3s.

• Open question: Does K = !1!2 hold beyond the
N ! " limit ? In other words, does this “self-
duality” survive in the full M theory.


